Recent results from the ongoing study of the baryon-baryon interaction within chiral effective field theory (EFT) by the Jülich-Bonn-Munich Group are reported. Specifically, a calculation of the inmedium properties of a hyperon-nucleon (Y N) interaction derived within chiral EFT and fitted to ΛN and ΣN scattering data is reviewed. Furthermore, the relevance of three-body forces for hypernuclei is addressed and potentials for the leading order three-baryon interactions are discussed, which involve contact terms and irreducible one-and two-meson exchange diagrams. Finally, first results for baryon-baryon scattering in the strangeness S = −2 sector, obtained in chiral EFT up to NLO, are presented.
Introduction
In the present paper selected results from studies of the baryon-baryon interaction within chiral effective field theory (EFT) by the Jülich-Bonn-Munich group are reported. Those investigations are based on the scheme proposed by Weinberg which has been applied rather successfully to the nucleon-nucleon interaction in the past [1, 2] . In that approach there is an underlying power counting which allows to improve calculations systematically by going to higher orders in a perturbative expansion. In addition, it is possible to derive two-and corresponding three-body forces as well as external current operators in a consistent way. The focus in the present overview is on baryon-baryon systems with strangeness S = −1 and −2, i.e. on ΛN and ΣN scattering, and on the ΛΛ and ΞN interactions.
I start by briefly reviewing results for the ΛN and ΣN interactions in free space, obtained up to next-to-leading order (NLO) in the chiral expansion [3] . At that order there are contributions from one-and two-pseudoscalar-meson exchange diagrams and from four-baryon contact terms without and with two derivatives. SU(3) flavor symmetry is imposed for constructing the hyperon-nucleon (Y N) interaction in order to reduce the number of free parameters, in particular the number of lowenergy constants (LECs) associated with the arising contact terms. In the actual calculation the SU(3) symmetry is broken, however, by the mass differences between the involved mesons (π, K, η) and between the baryons (N, Λ, Σ). An excellent description of available ΛN and ΣN scattering data could be achieved at NLO [3] .
Then results for the in-medium properties of this Y N are presented [4, 5] . In particular, the singleparticle potentials for the Λ and Σ hyperons in nuclear matter are evaluated in a conventional G-matrix calculation, and the Scheerbaum factor [6] associated with the hyperon-nucleus spin-orbit interaction is computed. One issue of special interest is the Σ-nucleus potential. There is strong phenomenological evidence that it is repulsive [7] . However, phenomenological models of the Y N interaction based on meson-exchange, fitted to ΛN and ΣN scattering data, often fail to produce a repulsive Σ-nuclear potential.
Another issue of interest is the Λ-nucleus spin-orbit interaction where empirical information suggests that it should be rather weak [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, we investigated also the spin-orbit interaction and, in particular, the role of the antisymmetric spin-orbit force in the Y N system [4] . As mentioned above, the chiral EFT approach yields a potential that contains, besides pseudoscalar meson exchanges, a series of contact interactions with an increasing number of derivatives. In this approach a contact term representing an antisymmetric spin-orbit force arises already at NLO. It induces 1 P 1 -3 P 1 transitions in the coupled (isospin I = 1/2) ΛN-ΣN system. The low-energy constant associated with the contact term could not be pinned down by a fit to the existing ΛN and ΣN scattering data as found in Ref. [3] and, thus, it was simply put to zero in that work. However, its value can be fixed from investigating the properties of the Λ hyperon in nuclear matter and, specifically, it can be utilized to achieve a weak Λ-nuclear spin-orbit potential [4, 5] . Afterwards I turn to three-body forces. Recently, the leading order three-baryon potential has been derived consistently within SU(3) chiral EFT. It involves contact terms and irreducible one-and two-meson exchange diagrams [11] .
Finally, first results for baryon-baryon systems with strangeness S = −2, obtained in chiral EFT up to NLO, are presented and discussed [12] .
The YN and YY interactions in chiral EFT
The derivation of the chiral baryon-baryon potentials for the strangeness sector at leading order (LO) using the Weinberg power counting is outlined in Refs. [13, 14] . Details for the NLO case can be found in Ref. [3] , see also [15] . The LO potential consists of four-baryon contact terms without derivatives and of one-pseudoscalar-meson exchanges while at NLO contact terms with two derivatives arise, together with contributions from (irreducible) two-pseudoscalar-meson exchanges. The contributions from pseudoscalar-meson exchanges (π, η, K) are completely fixed by the assumed SU(3) flavor symmetry. On the other hand, the strength parameters associated with the contact terms, the LECs, need to be determined in a fit to data. How this is done is described in detail in Refs. [3, 12] . Note that we impose also SU(3) symmetry constraints for those contact terms which reduces the number of independent LECs that can contribute.
The reaction amplitudes are obtained from the solution of a coupled-channels Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation for the derived interaction potentials:
The label ν indicates the particle channels and the label ρ the partial wave. µ ν is the pertinent reduced mass. The on-shell momentum in the intermediate state, q ν , is defined by
Relativistic kinematics is used for relating the laboratory momentum p lab of the hyperons to the c.m. momentum.
We solve the LS equation in the particle basis, in order to incorporate the correct physical thresholds. Depending on the total charge, up to three baryon-baryon channels can couple in case of the ΛN − ΣN system and up to six channels in case of ΛΛ − ΞN − ΣΛ − ΣΣ. In the S = −1 sector there are data at energies close to the thresholds and, therefore, in this case the Coulomb interaction is taken into account appropriately via the Vincent-Phatak method [16] . However, we omit the Coulomb interaction in our S = −2 calculation where, at present, such a more elaborate treatment is not required. The potentials in the LS equation are cut off with a regulator function, f R (Λ) = exp
, in order to remove high-energy components [17] . We consider cutoff values in the range Λ = 550 -700 MeV (LO) and Λ = 500 -650 MeV (NLO), similar to what was used for chiral NN potentials [17]. The cut-off dependence (represented by bands in the figures below) provides a lower limit of the theoretical uncertainty.
Results for ΛN and ΣN in free space
Our results for ΛN and ΣN scattering are presented in Fig. 1 . The bands (red/black for NLO and green/grey for LO) represent the variation of the cross sections based on chiral EFT within the considered cutoff region, i.e. 550-700 MeV in the LO case [13] and 500-650 MeV at NLO. For comparison also results for the Jülich '04 [18] meson-exchange model are shown (dashed line).
Obviously, the available ΛN and ΣN scattering data are very well described by our NLO EFT interaction. In particular, and as expected, the energy dependence exhibited by the data is visibly better reproduced within our NLO calculation than at LO. This concerns especially the Σ + p channel. But also for Λp the NLO results are now well in line with the data even up to the ΣN threshold. Furthermore, one can see that the dependence on the cutoff mass is strongly reduced in the NLO case. Additional results, for differential cross sections and for phase shifts, can be found in Ref. [3] .
Results for the Λ and Σ hyperons in nuclear matter
Recently, we investigated also the properties of our Y N interactions in nuclear matter [4, 5] . Specifically, we performed conventional first-order Brueckner calculations based on the standard (gap) choice of the single-particle (s.p.) potentials [4] as well as with the continuous choice [5] . In the present work we focus on the results of Ref. [4] .
The starting point of our nuclear matter calculation is the Bethe-Goldstone equation (2) is defined by
where the single particle energies of the baryons are given by
i.e. these include the (nonrelativistic) kinetic energy and the baryon mass, and also the s.p. potential U α . The nucleon s.p. potential U N is taken from a separate calculation of pure nuclear matter based on a phenomenological NN potential, see the comment in Ref. [4] , while the s.p. potential of the hyperons is calculated via
which means that it is determined self-consistently with Eq. (2) in the standard way. k F is the Fermi momentum which is related to the nuclear matter density ρ via ρ = (2/3π 2 ) k 3 F . Finally, in lowest order in the so-called hole-line expansion [19] , to which we restrict ourselves here, the binding energy of a hyperon in infinite nuclear matter is given by B Y (∞) = −U Y (p Y = 0), evaluated at the saturation point of nuclear matter.
The strength of the s.p. spin-orbit potential of a hyperon in nuclear matter is most conveniently quantified by the so-called Scheerbaum factor S Y [6] , which is defined by [20] 
Here ρ(r) is the nucleon density distribution and ℓ the single-particle orbital angular momentum operator. The quantity S Y can be expressed in terms of the (partial-wave projected) G-matrix elements in the form [18] meson-exchange potential. The vertical lines indicate the "empirical" range taken from Ref. [9] .
with Let us now come to the results. Table I summarizes the values for the Λ and Σ potential depths, U Λ (p Λ = 0) and U Σ (p Σ = 0), evaluated at the saturation point of nuclear matter, i.e. for k F = 1.35 fm −1 . Corresponding results obtained for the Jülich meson-exchange potentials from 2004 [18] and 1994 [21] are also included. In case of the EFT interactions we show the variation with the cutoff. These are comparable for U Λ at LO and NLO, but noticeably reduced for U Σ at NLO. The dependence of the hyperon potential depths on the Fermi momentum is displayed in Fig. 2 .
The predictions for U Λ (0) at NLO for nuclear matter saturation density, as given in Table I , are well in line with the 'empirical' value for the Λ binding energy in nuclear matter of about −27 to −30 MeV, deduced from the binding energies of finite Λ hypernuclei [9] . The predicted Σ s.p. potential is repulsive (at NLO and also at LO), see Table I . As already mentioned in the Introduction, this result is in agreement with evidence from the analysis of level shifts and widths of Σ − atoms and from measured (π − , K + ) inclusive spectra related to Σ − -formation in heavy nuclei [22, 23] . We could achieve a repulsive Σ s. p. potential because the interaction in the 3 S 1 partial wave of the Σ + p channel (which provides the dominant contribution, cf. Table 4 in [4] ) is repulsive, for the LO potential but also for the NLO interaction. Note, however, that with regard to the NLO interaction it had turned out that, in principle, the available Y N scattering data can be fitted equally well with an attractive or a repulsive interaction in the 3 S 1 partial wave of the isospin I = 3/2 ΣN channel [3] . The repulsive solution was adopted for the reasons just discussed, but also in accordance with results from a first lattice QCD calculation [24] . As exemplified by the predictions of the Jülich meson-exchange models, typically such phenomenological potentials fail to produce a repulsive Σ-nuclear potential.
Results for the Scheerbaum factor S Λ that characterizes the strength of the Λ-nuclear spin-orbit potential in nuclear matter (cf. Eq. (6)) are also provided in Table I . While the results at LO are pure predictions, those at NLO depend on a LEC that generates 1 P 1 -3 P 1 transitions in the coupled (I = 1/2) ΛN-ΣN system, as already mentioned in the Introduction. This LEC has been set to zero in Ref. [3] because the Y N data alone do not allow to establish a value for it. However, as shown in Ref. [4] , it can be fixed by considering the Scheerbaum factor S Λ calculated from the G-matrix, in conjunction with the constraint that the results for ΛN and ΣN scattering remain practically unchanged.
As guideline for the strength of the Λ-nucleus spin-orbit potential "empirical" values from studies of the splitting of the 5/2 and 3/2 states of 9 Λ Be by Hiyama et al. [25] and Fujiwara et al. [26] are used [4] . The results of those authors suggest that values for S Λ in the order of −4.6 to −3.0 MeV fm 5 would be needed to reproduce the experimentally observed small level splitting. Values of around −3.2 and −4.1 MeV fm 5 are advocated in Refs. [27] and [28] , respectively. Since the precise value required for the Λ s.p. spin-orbit strength can only be pinned down reliably via a dedicated calculation of finite hypernuclei based on our EFT interactions, we decided to aim at an exemplary result of −3.7 MeV fm 5 . As one can see in Table I , this goal can be achieved.
Three-body forces
Besides an excellent description of the ΛN and ΣN data the chiral EFT interaction yields a satisfactory value for the hypertriton binding energy, see Ref. [3] . However, calculations for the four-body hypernuclei 4 Λ H and 4 Λ He based on the EFT interactions led to binding energies that are not consistent with the experimental results [29] . Specifically, the 0 + state is considerably underbound by the NLO interaction. A similar underbinding is also observed for phenomenological models of the Y N interaction [29] . Therefore, the question arises whether we see here the need for three-body forces. As already mentioned in the Introduction, in chiral EFT three-baryon forces (3BF) emerge automatically and can be derived consistently in this scheme. However, formally such 3BFs appear at next-tonext-to-leading order (NNLO) and, therefore, have not been included in the calculation presented in Ref. [29] . On the other hand, it is known from the three-nucleon sector that the three-nucleon forces (3NF) at NNLO are unnaturally large, which is connected with the excitation of the ∆(1232) resonance. Indeed, their effects are comparable to those one would expect at the NLO level. Moreover, in an EFT that includes the ∆ isobar as explicit degree of freedom 3NFs appear already at NLO [1] . Thus, it is compelling to consider 3BFs already at the NLO level, specifically because in the ΛNN system the Σ * (1385) could play a similar role as the ∆ for 3N [30, 31] . Note that in SU(3) chiral EFT that we apply all octet baryons (N, Λ, Σ, Ξ) are treated on equal footing. Accordingly, diagrams like ΛNN → ΣNN → ΛNN mediated by two-meson exchange are reducible and do not constitute genuine three-baryon forces. Such diagrams are not part of the potential, but will be generated automatically when solving the Faddeev or Yakubovsky equations within a coupled-channel approach. In Ref. [11] the leading 3BFs were derived within the framework of SU(3) chiral effective field theory, in complete analogy to the construction of the chiral nuclear forces [1] . Like in the 3N case at the order considered there are contributions from six baryon contact terms, from four-baryon contact vertex involving one pseudoscalar meson, and from two-meson exchange diagrams, see Fig. 3 . In the following we sketch briefly the construction of the short-range contact contribution in SU(3) chiral EFT, corresponding to the diagram on the left hand side of Fig. 3 . More details can be found in Ref. [11] where also the derivation of the other two contributions to the irreducible three-baryon potential at NNLO in the chiral power counting is presented.
The three-body force consists of the full set of the leading three-baryon contact interaction with a minimal number of low-energy constants, consistent with the symmetries of QCD. The construction of the chiral Lagrangian can be done analogously to the construction of the four-baryon contact terms. The symmetries of QCD have to be fulfilled namely charge conjugation, parity transformation, time reversal, Hermitian conjugation and (approximate) chiral symmetry. For the derivation of the potential it is also important to include the Pauli exclusion principle, since one starts with an overcomplete set of terms in the Lagrangian and wants to obtain the minimal number of low-energy constants. This can be achieved by an antisymmetrization in both the initial and the final state. The Pauli principle is not as restrictive as for the three-nucleon contact interaction, where one ends up with only one low-energy constant for the six-baryon contact term, but it is still relevant.
After constructing the pertinent terms in the chiral Lagrangian and performing a non-relativistic reduction, the leading potentials can be expressed through the following operators in spin space
where the indices refer to the three initial baryons. For each three-baryon channel the prefactors of these spin operators are a combination of SU(3) coefficients and low-energy constants. A detailed analysis where all symmetry constraints are implemented leads to a total number of 18 independent low-energy constants for the three-baryon contact force [11] . As an explicit example let us provide the form of the potential for the ΛNN contact interaction. It is given by
Here the Λ corresponds to the baryon with index 1, and the ⃗ τ 's are the isospin operators of the two nucleons.
Note that the constant C ′ 1 belongs exclusively to the transition with total isospin I = 1, whereas the constants C ′ 2 and C ′ 3 appear for total isospin I = 0. Interestingly, none of these three constants can be substituted by the constant E that appears in the corresponding three-body force of the purely nucleonic sector [1] . Thus, the strength of the ΛNN three-body contact interaction is not related to the one for NNN via SU(3) symmetry. As next step we intend to establish some estimates for the predominant low-energy constants. One possibility to achieve this goal is offered by the use of the [36] and Aoki et al. [37] . Upper limits are indicated by arrows.
so-called resonance saturation on the level of the decuplet baryons. For example, the Σ * excitation can be used to evaluate part of the ΛNN two-pion exchange three-body interaction -just like the ∆ in case of the NNN two-pion exchange three-body force.
Strangeness S = −2 sector
Results for baryon-baryon scattering in the strangeness S = −2 sector are presented in Fig. 4 . Further results and a detailed description of the derivation of the interaction can be found in Refs. [12, 32] .
In the application of chiral EFT to the S = −1 sector it had turned out that one can achieve a combined description of the ΛN and ΣN systems without any explicit SU(3) breaking in the contact interactions [3] . However, it also became clear that a simultaneous description of the Y N data and the NN interaction, with contact terms fulfilling SU(3) symmetry strictly and consistently, is not possible. Specifically, the strength of the contact interaction corresponding to the 27-representation of SU (3) that is needed to reproduce the pp (or np) 1 S 0 phase shifts is simply not compatible with the one required for the description of the empirical Σ + p cross section [3, 33] . The same observation is now made in the extension to S = −2. If we simply take over all the low-energy constants as fixed from fitting to the ΛN and ΣN data then the Ξ − p cross sections turn out to be too large (hatched band) and the same happens for the ΛΛ S -wave scattering length. Results that agree with the available measurements and upper bounds for the ΛΛ and ΞN cross sections can be achieved, however, by readjusting some of the LECs, notably the leading S -wave contact terms corresponding to the 27 and 8 a irreducible SU(3) representations,C 27 [12] . Results with readjusted LECs are shown as red/black bands in Fig. 4 . We want to emphasize that an SU(3) breaking in the leading S -wave contact terms is in line with the employed power counting scheme [15] . Indeed, the LEC used in the 27 representation (in the 1 S 0 partial wave) in the present calculation has been fixed by applying chiral EFT at NLO to the pp and Σ + p systems with consistent inclusion of SU(3) breaking [33] . It has not been adjusted to S = −2 data. Interestingly, the results based on our LO interaction from Ref. [32] (green/grey bands) are consistent with all empirical constraints. The cross sections at LO are basically genuine predictions that follow from SU(3) symmetry utilizing LECs fixed from a fit to the ΛN and ΣN data on the LO level.
S -wave scattering lengths for ΛΛ, ΞN, and Σ + Σ + , are compiled in Table II . The values for Ξ 0 p and Ξ 0 n are rather small and indicate that the ΞN interaction has to be relatively weak in order to be in accordance with the available empirical constraints. Indeed, the present results obtained in chiral EFT up to NLO imply that the published values and upper bounds for the Ξ − p elastic and inelastic cross sections [36, 37] practically rule out a somewhat stronger attractive ΞN force. The ΛΛ 1 S 0 scattering length is also fairly small. The value predicted by the NLO interaction is well within the range suggested by studies of the separation energy of the 6 ΛΛ He hypernucleus. It is also compatible with results for that scattering length obtained from analyses of the ΛΛ invariant mass measured in the reaction 12 C(K − , K + ΛΛX) [34] and of ΛΛ correlations in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [35] .
Summary
I presented selected results from the ongoing study of the baryon-baryon interaction within chiral effective field theory by the Jülich-Bonn-Munich Group. First, the in-medium properties of a hyperonnucleon (Y N) interaction derived within chiral EFT and fitted to ΛN and ΣN scattering data were discussed. The single-particle potentials for the Λ and Σ hyperons in nuclear matter were evaluated in a conventional G-matrix calculation, and the Scheerbaum factor associated with the Λ-nucleus spin-orbit interaction was computed.
The predictions for the Λ single-particle potential are found to be in good qualitative agreement with the empirical values inferred from hypernuclear data. A potential depth of about −25 MeV is predicted by the NLO Y N interaction, and of about −36 MeV at LO. The Σ-nuclear potential turns out to be repulsive, in agreement with phenomenological information, with values around 15-20 MeV.
Empirical information suggests that the Λ-nucleus spin-orbit interaction should be rather weak. Therefore, we investigated also the spin-orbit interaction and, in particular, the role of a contact term that arises at NLO in the chiral expansion which provides an antisymmetric spin-orbit force in the Y N system. It turned out that the strength of this contact term can be indeed fixed from investigating the properties of the Λ hyperon in nuclear matter and, specifically, it can be utilized to achieve a weak Λ-nuclear spin-orbit potential.
Recently the leading three-baryon forces have been derived consistently in SU(3) chiral EFT. The corresponding potentials which involve contact terms and irreducible one-and two-meson exchange diagrams were discussed. It is argued that the low-energy constants that arise in the three-body forces of few-baryon systems with strangeness could be estimated by including decuplet baryons as explicit degrees of freedom.
Finally, results for the strangeness S = −2 sector suggest that the ΞN interaction has to be relatively weak in order to be in accordance with the available empirical constraints. In particular, the published data and upper bounds for the Ξ − p elastic and inelastic cross sections practically rule out a somewhat stronger attractive ΞN force. It should be mentioned, however, that the latest and still preliminary results from lattice QCD simulations apparently suggest a somewhat more attractive ΞN interaction [38] .
